Meeting held on November 27, 2012, commencing at 4:14 p.m.

PRESENT: M. Edwards (Chair), N. Abdo, C. Callander, S. Kassam, P. Shanahan, and J. von Wahl and B. Mercier (Secretary).


I YOUR COMMITTEE REPORTS:

3rd Report of the LDRRAC

1. (1) That the London Diversity and Race Relations Advisory Committee (LDRRAC) reviewed and received the 3rd Report of the LDRRAC from its meeting held on November 15, 2012.

Purchase of Awareness Ribbons

2. (2) That the London Diversity and Race Relations Advisory Committee (LDRRAC) held a general discussion with respect to the purchase of awareness ribbons or similar promotional type items. The LDRRAC approved the expenditure of up to $2,500 for the printing of promotional materials and the costs associated with purchasing an LDRRAC identifying logo rights, from its 2012 budget allocation; it being noted that the LDDRAC has sufficient funds in its 2012 budget for this expenditure.

LDDRAC Mandate and Protocol and Mechanisms for Providing Advice to City Council

3. (3, 4) That the London Diversity and Race Relations Advisory Committee (LDRRAC) heard a verbal delegation from B. Westlake Power, Manager, Legislative Services, with respect to the LDRRAC mandate, protocol and mechanisms for providing advice to City Council.

Next Meeting

4. That the London Diversity and Race Relations Advisory Committee (LDRRAC) will hold its next meeting on January 17, 2013.

The meeting adjourned at 5:40 p.m.